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PREFACE
The provision for lodging caveat is for the^ purpose
of enabling parties to protect i n t e r e s t ^ which,
o wing to a defect in the instrument or want of form
or otherwise, they cannot protect by the ordinary
process of registration.
Caveat may be entered by the Registrar and by appli
cation of third parties. However, this project paper
will stress more on caveat entered by application of
third parties.

Until now, there are still people who could not care
less of orthers rights and interests. In order to
achieve their intention, they will do anything not
withstanding by cheating or whatsoever.
As far as transactions are concerned, the sale and
purchase agreement (of land) is the most Important
because it involves the price which never -decrease.

The party whose interest in the land has been
?
affected can lodge a caveat to protect his interest.
Nevertheless, the entry of the caveat is not so
simple as we thought. The person who wishes to
lodge the caveat cannot merely claiming that he has
interest in the land. He must show that he has an

toUfk*''
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actual claim in the land; for example by the sale and
purchase agreement,

is

6^

Thus, it is the aim and object of this research paper
to try an attempt to show how does a caveatable
interest arises .
In doing so, this paper will outline briefly on the
various types of caveats and ways in which a caveatable
interest can be created and it's restriction.
In preparing this paper, I have made extensive use of
library materials of Perpustakaan Tun Abd. 3azak, ITM ,
Shah Alam. I also conducted an interview with Encik
Zahrul bin Mohd. Yusoff, an officer of the Pejabat
Tanah Pontian, D ontian, Johor.

In actual writing of this project paper, I have received
some valuable guidance and assistance from a number of
people, without which this project paper would not
have been possible.

My heartiest appreciation and gratitude to my adviser,
Mrs. Vijaya Takshimi for her guidance in the writing
of this project paper.

CHAPTER I
I n t r o duction

The Malaysian National Land Code 19658 modelled with
m o d i fications on the well-known Torrens system namBd
after it's originator in Australia^ It is a comprehen
sive system based on registration and each transaction
is effective upon registration. The primary object of
the Torrens system is to provide for the registration
of certain kinds of dealings in land and to give the
r esulting registered interests s u c h statutory force as
to protect their holders against adverse claim or
interests which are not recorded on the register.
The basic principle is the exclusiveness of the regis
ter in favour of registered interest, However, the
Torrens system does not deny a place to interests
which cannot be registered. The protection of nonregistrable interest on the register is given by
short of registration. This is called as the caveat
system. Caveat is lodged or entered on the register
of non-registrcble interests for their protection.

O n l y p e r s o n claiming an interest in land is entitled
to lodre a caveat. The provision of caveat is stipu
lated in.Chapter 9 of the National Land Code 1965-
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It provides for entries of caveat on the register
document of title for the protection of various
interests in lando There are four classes of caveats
n a m e l y :a) Registrar's caveat
b) Private caveat
c) Lien-holders caveat
d) Trust caveat

The significance of caveat is to protect and prevent
any improper dealings from any unscrupulous act,
especially during economic recession. Thus, caveat is
meant to protect the interest of a certain categories
of persons in land. However, before the persons enjoy
this protection, they must show that they have an
actual claim i.e. interest in the land. It is at this
stage the question of caveatable interest arises.
The Code does not define the word 'caveatable interest'.
It only lays down as to who has the right to lodge a
caveat. ( Section 323 (1) )• The protection enjoyed
by these persons is not of a permanent nature. It iis
only a temporary protection. This Is because, if
someone else think^that the entry of cave, t by such
persons is unjustifiable, he may apply for its
removal.
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